This paper presents a fully scalable texture coding algorithm for arbitrarily shaped video object based on the 3D-SPIHT algorithm. The proposed algorithm, called Fully Scalable Object-based 3D-SPIHT (FSOB-3DSPIHT1, modifies the 3D-SPIHT algorithm to code video objects with arbitrary shape and adds spatial and temporal scalability features to it. It keeps important features of the original 3D-SPIHT coder such as compression efficiency, full embeddedness, and rate scalability. The full scalability feature of the modified algorithm is achieved through the introduction of multiple resolution dependent lists for the sorting stage of the algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Object-based video coding deals with a video scene as a composition of arbitrarily shaped video objects and encodes each object individually rather than considering the whole scene as a rectangular frame. It enables new types of applications and functionalities and has become one of the most important features of the new generation of video coding standards such as MPEG-4. In the context of an explosive growth of multimedia applications, and consequently multimedia transmission especially over a heterogenous networks such as the Internet, and the distinct role of video in multimedia, nowadays there is a great demand for a fully scalable object-based video coding system. Such a coding system provides a bitstream that consists of embedded p a t s to offer increasingly better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) orland greater spatial resolution orland higher frame rate for each object in the scene. Different pans of such a hitstream can be selected and decoded by a scalable decoder to meet certain requirements. Moreover, different types of decoders with different complexity and access bandwidth can coexist.
Due to the multiresolution signal representation offered by the wavelet transform, wavelet based coding schemes 0-7803-7663-3/03/$17.00 02003 IEEE have a great potential to support SNR, spatial and temporal scalability. This is especially the case for 3D wavelet decompositions like the ones in [I-31 , where a ID discrete wavelet transform (DWT) with or without motion compensation is applied along the temporal axis, followed by a 2D DWT in the spatial domain (or vice versa). Modifications of the DWT, called shape adaptive DWTs (SA-DWTs), like the one in [4] , enable wavelet based coding algorithms to be extended for coding of arbitrarily shaped video objects. However, the SA-DWT itself is not the only issue. It is particularly important how the various spatio-temporal wavelet bands are encoded. The Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) algorithm [5] is one of the best wavelet-based coding algorithms for still images. It very efficiently exploits the self similarity between different levels in the wavelet pyramid and provides an embedded bitstream which supports full SNR scalability. The excellent rate-distortion performance and scalable nature of SPIHT for still images make it an attractive coding strategy also for video coding. A 3D extension of SPIHT for video coding ha5 been proposed by Kim and Pearlman in [1, 2] . They applied a 3D wavelet transform to a group of video frames (GOF) and coded the wavelet coefficients by the 3D-SPlHT algorithm. As reported in [I] , even without motion estimation and compensation this method performs (in test with SIF (352 x 240) monochrome 30HZ sequences) measurably and visually better than MPEG-2, which employs complicated means of motion estimation and compensation. Moreover by employing a SA-DWT scheme, SPIHT-based image and video coding algorithms are easily extendable for coding of arbitrarily shaped still and video objects coding [&SI. Although the 3D-SPIHT bitstream is tailored for full SNR scalability and provides a progressive (by quality) video information, it does not explicitly support spatial and temporal scalability and does not provide a bitstream that can be reordered according to desired spatio-temporal resolutions and fidelity.
In this paper, a fully scalable texture coding method for arbitrarily shaped video objects is presented. The basis for our new algorithm is the 3D-SPIHT algorithm of [2] , which we extend with multiple resolution-dependent lists that al-
low us to obtain all spatial, temporal and SNR scalability features together. This new algorithm is related to our 2D algorithm for still images in [9] , however, it is extended for coding of arbitrarily shaped video objects and uses different lists and results in a differently structured bitstream. The encoded bitstream can be easily reordered to achieve different levels of spatial resolution, frame rate and quality requested by the decoder. A distinct feature of the presented coder is that the reordered bitstreams for different spatio-temporal resolutions, which are obtained after parsing the main bitstream, are completely fine granular and can be truncated at any point to obtain the best reconstructed sequence at the desired spatio-temporal resolution and bit rate. In other words, our modified SPIHT algorithm provides spatial and temporal scalability without sacrificing compression efficiency and SNR scalability in any way.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 describes our modified algorithm, called FSOB-3DSPIHT. Section 3 gives an overview of the bitstream formation and parsing process. In Section 4, simulation details are explained and some experimental results are shown, and finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
THE FULLY SCALABLE OBJECT-BASED 3D-SPIHT (FSOB-3DSPIHT) ALGORITHM
The 3D-SPIHT algorithm of [2] considers sets of coefficients that are related through a parent-offspring dependency like the one depicted in Fig. 1 . In its bitplane coding process, the algorithm deals with the wavelet coefficients as either a root of an insignificant set, an individual insignificant pixel, or a significant pixel. It sorts these coefficients in three ordered lists: the list of insignificant sets (LIS), the list of insignificant pixels (LIP), and the list of significant pixels (LSP). The main concept of the algorithm is managing these lists in order to efficiently extract insignificant sets in a hierarchical structure and identify significant coefficients, which is the core of its high compression performance. The 3D wavelet decomposition of a GOF as shown in spatial and temporal directions. An algorithm that provides full spatial and temporal scalability would encode the different resolution subbands separately, allowing a transcoder or a decoder to directly access the data needed to reconstruct a desired spatial and temporal resolution. The original 3D-SPIHT algorithm of [Z] , however, sorts the wavelet coefficients in such a way that the output hitstream contains mixed information of all subbands in no particular order, making it impossible to transcode the hitstream without decoding it.
Changes from 3D-SPIHT to FSOB-3DSPIHT
The FSOB-3DSPIHT algorithm proposed in this paper solves the spatial and temporal scalability problem through the introduction of multiple resolution-dependent lists and a resolution-dependent sorting pass. For each spatio-temporal resolution level we define a set of LIP, LSP and LIS lists,' therefore we have LIP,,t, LSP,,t, and LIS,,t for s = smaz, smo2 -1,. . . , 1 and t = t,,,, t,,, -1 , . . . , 1 where s , , , and t,,, are the maximum number of spatial and temporal resolution levels respectively, supported by the encoder. The parent-offspring relation in our algorithm is the same as with 3D-SPIHT, but we only consider and process those coefficients and sets which belong to the decomposed object, similar to the SA-SPIHT algorithms in [7, 81 . Like 3D-SPIHT, our encoder transmits bitplane by bitplane, but it uses multiple lists for handling different resolution levels. In each bitplane, the FS-3DSPIHT coder starts encoding from the maximum resolution level (smos) and proceeds to the lowest level (level 1). During the resolution-dependent sorting pass for the lists that belong to levels s and t , the 'For lhe original definitions of these lists see [SI algorithm first does the sorting for the coefficients in the LIP,.,, in the same way as 3D-SPIHT, to find and output significance hits for all list entries and then processes the LIS,,t. During processing the LIS,,t, sets that lie outside the resolution level (s, t ) are moved to their appropriate LIS.
After the algorithm has finished the sorting and refinement passes for resolution level (s, t ) it will do the same procedure for all other remaining lists related to other spatial and temporal levels. For FSOB-3DSPIHT. the total number of bits belonging to a particular hitplane is the same as for OB-3DSPIHT, hut FSOB-3DSPIHT arranges them in the hitstream according to their spatial and temporal resolution dependency.
Note that the total storage requirement for the LIP,,t, LSP,,t, and LIS,,, for all resolutions is the same as for the LIS, LIP, and LSP used by the 3D-SPIHT algorithm. Fig. 2 shows the hitstream smcture generated by the encoder. The hitstream is divided into different parts according to the different hitplanes. Inside each part, the hits that belong to the different spatial resolution levels are separable, and similarly, inside each spatial resolution level the hits that belong to different temporal resolutions come in order. To support hitstream parsing by an image server/transcoder, some markers are required to be put into the bitstream to identify the parts of the hitstream that belong to the different spatial and temporal resolution levels and hitplanes.
The encoder needs to encode the video object texture only once at a high bit-rate. Different hitstreams for different spatial and temporal resolutions and fidelity can be easily generated from the encoded hitstream by selecting the related resolution parts. The transcoding process is a simple reordering of the original hitstream parts and can he camed out by a video server or a transcoder, without the need to decode any parts of the hitstream. For example, to provide a hitstream for resolution level (s, t), only the spatial parts that belong to the spatial resolution levels greater or equal to s are kept, and in each selected spatial part only the temporal parts that fall inside the requested temporal resolution level are kept, and all other parts are removed. Note that all marker information for identifying the individual hitplanes and resolution levels is only used by the parser and does not need to be sent to the decoder.
The decoder required for decoding the reordered hitstream exactly follows the encoder, similar to the original 3D-SPIHT algorithm. It needs to keep track of the various lists only for spatial and temporal resolution levels greater or equal to the required one. Thus, the proposed algorithm naturally provides computational scalability as well. 
SIMULATION DETAILS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we first give some information about our simulation setup and the tests performed to show the FSOB-3DSPIHT full scalability features, and then we present some objective PSNR results for different spatial and temporal resolutions and hit rates. Reference frames for lower resolutions were defined by taking the lowest frequency subhand frames after applying appropriate levels of temporal and spatial wavelet decomposition to the original sequence.
A MPEG-4 test sequence, A k y o CIF, was selected for the test. The original frame rate of the sequence is 30 frames per second and only the foreground (Akiyo object) is considered for coding. On the encoder side, the input video object sequence is divided into separate groups of object frames (GOF) of size 16. Three levels of ID object-based temporal filtering by Haar filter is first applied to each GOF, followed by four levels of 2D spatial SA-DWT by YI7-tap filters [IO] with symmetric extension at the boundary of the objects. The FSOB-3DSPIHT encoder then progressively encodes the decomposed GOF from the lowest (coarsest) spatio-temporal hand to the highest band., After encoding 240 frames (15 GOFs) of the texture of the video object sequence, the FSOB-3DSPIHT hitstream was fed into a transcoder to produce progressive (by quality) hitstreams for different spatial and temporal resolutions. The user has the choice to decode any combined resolution from 5 different spatial and 4 temporal resolutions at any desirable bit rate. On the decoder side, the decoder receives a reordered hitstream for each GOF. The FSOB-3DSPIHT decoder uses this bitstream to decode only the required spatio-temporal hands. The inverse spatial and temporal wavelet decomposition is then applied to the decoded spatio-temporal suhbands to create a reconstructed version of the video object sequence in the requested resolutions. luminance components of the decoded object sequence at some of the spatio-temporal resolutions and hit rates. As the PSNR values in Table 1 show, high-SNR bitstreams can he easily generated at low rates with reduced spatio temporal resolution. Note that the main objective of this paper is providing full scalability for video object texture coding, so we have not dealt with motion compensation during temporal filtering, however, by employing a motion compensated temporal filtering scheme, without any modification to the FSOB-3DSPIHT algorithm, better PSNR results at the same rates can be expected.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a fully scalable object-based 3D-SPIHT (FSOB-3DSPIHT) algorithm for video object texture coding. All types of combined spatial, temporal and SNR scalability are supported by FSOB-3DSPIHT. The interesting features of the original 3D-SPIHT algorithm such as high compression efficiency, embeddedness, and very fine granularity of the bitstream are kept. The encoded bitstream can he simply reordered (transcoded) without the need of decoding to obtain different hitstreams tailored for the spatial and temporal resolutions and hit rate requested by the decoder.
The proposed fully scalable video object codec is a good candidate for multimedia applications such as video information storage and retrieval systems, and video transmission especially over heterogenous networks where a wide variety of users needs to be differently serviced according to their network access and data processing capabilities.
